LIVEWIRE – THE AC/DC SHOW

USE OF PYROTECHNICS
During the performance (venue permitting) we will use a number of
Pyrotechnic effects. These effects will be secured on scaffolding to create a ‘flash
bang’ effect during the entrance of the performer appearing as Brian Johnson
and secured inside four prop cannons to simulate them being fired during the
shows finale.
Where it is deemed not suitable to use Pyrotechnics we can substitute them
for smoke machines. Please note however that the use of Pyrotechnics is a
preferred and much more successful method of creating the desired effects.
Please find enclosed CE certification, Safe Use and Material Data sheets from
the manufacturer of the effects as well as our own Risk Assessments.
If you have further questions please don’t hesitate in contacting me on
tim@giantexpression.com

Tim Parsons
Stage Manager

WELLS FIREWORKS (DARTFORD) LTD

QUALITY POLICY

We are committed to providing our customers with pyrotechnics that are safe to use, meet
regulatory requirements, delivered on time and provide enjoyment.
To achieve this, the company has fully implemented a Quality Management System that meets the
requirements of the current ISO9001 and EU Directive 2007/23/EG. The quality management
system is monitored and reviewed to seek continual improvement.

About Us
Wells Fireworks sell to the trade only, and all products are handmade and inspected here in the UK to the
highest quality, Wells use the best raw materials on the market from all corners of the globe to produce a safe,
clean effect that can be safely used metres away from any artist or members of the public.

Our Products

Our state of the art press allows us to manufacture exact timing and height Gerb effects with little smoke or
fallout. Wells have world recognition for Tape Match, Port fires, Lances, waterfalls and Blinker Bengals. We
export to many Pyrotechnicians and countries worldwide. Wells Fireworks also produce ground maroons, petrol
lifters, cannon charges and small scale proximity special effects to the Theatre, TV and Film industries. The R&D
department are constantly producing new and exciting effects whilst keeping the finest quality possible.

Our Dedication
The Wells team are all dedicated and thorough, they pay close attention to detail and quality. All the team have a
firework background and understand the challenges of our customers out in the field. Our factory manager also
has a background in the licensing of explosives for the firearms department of the police force.
Wells has a like for like trade in policy, if any product is found to be faulty in any way, Wells will replace the
product without question and free of charge. Wells keep strict records and lot numbers for each product so we
can track the raw materials each product is made from. This allows Wells to control and inspect and product in
the event of an issue. We have the facilities to call back a batch of produce with the same lot number as we
keep records of who we sell each lot to.

PRODUCT DATA SHEET
(To be used in conjunction with the Wells Fireworks Safe Use Sheet)

STAGE FLASH with REPORT
EFFECT
Creates a bright, normally white, flash with a loud report. If a Sparkle effect has been added or the flash is
coloured then this will be given on the label.
HSE Reference: XI/5015/195/6

Serial No 108811/12

CAD Title: Flash Pot/Flash Pot-Large

Strictly for Professional Use ONLY
(Wells products must not be supplied to or used by a member of the general public or any person under 18)

Product NEC not exceeding 25g
SAFETY FIRST







Report Flashes produce a bright flash with a great deal of localised heat. There is a loud report and rising smoke on discharge.
Allow an absolute MINIMUM Safety Distance of 3m to the side from any persons, scenery or flammable objects*.
Monitor noise volumes during tests and issue ear protection as necessary*. Wear hearing protection when testing.
Report Flashes should only be fired straight up*. If you wish to fire at any other angle than this please phone Wells Fireworks for further advice.
Ensure an adequate height clearance. Typically Report Flashes require at least 6m. However lower heights may be possible with the smaller flashes. Do
not fire underneath any persons, scenery or flammable objects. * These are designed for indoor use - if used outdoors ONLY fire in still or near still air
conditions.

 Never use Report Flashes in a confined space or in an area with poor ventilation. *
 Always test a sample of the Report Flash to be used to confirm suitability to the job and the venue. * Ensure the Report Flashes are secured firmly.
(However avoid undue force as this may damage it).

 Only use a professional firing system which can be isolated whilst rigging the Report Flashes.
 Report Flashes have an easily damaged paper top - minor damage can be repaired with MINIMUM use of a sticky tape (e.g.
sellotape). Do NOT remove OR stick any other form of covering or restriction over the top.

STORAGE

 Report Flashes should be stored in a Secure, Cool, Dry place. Ensure you have a licence if appropriate.
 Access to the store should only be available to the operator or other approved persons.
 For Storage purposes these products are UN:0431 1:4G (If still packed as when received).
DISPOSAL

 In the unlikely event of a misfire always check the firing system first and try to fire again when safe to do so.
 If after this it is felt the effect is at fault it should be left until safe before removal. Repack and clearly label failed product.
 Any failed product should be returned to Wells - (After arranging to do so with the Factory).
TRANSPORT

 The Proper Shipping name for these products is 'ARTICLES PYROTECHNIC for technical purposes' For Transport purposes these products are
UN:0431 1:4G (If packed as when received).

 Purchasers are reminded of their duties to comply with the Carriage Of Explosives Regulations (1991) and the Packaging of Explosives for Carriage
Regulations (1991).

 If you repack these pyrotechnics for transport or storage then any new packing scheme must comply with CLER 1983 and it is your responsibility to have had
this classification approved.

GENERAL ADVICE

 Keep away from direct sources of ignition or intense heat sources.
 The igniters used can be sensitive to stray currents - keep this in mind when laying firing cables and avoid high power emf's, stray currents, radio waves and
Mobile phones.

 Avoid rough handling, excessive vibration and dropping - pyrotechnics are easily damaged.
 If you have any further questions, please call us on 01903 882366 during normal weekday hours. * Wells Fireworks assumes no liability for the misuse of this product.
It is up to the purchaser to ensure the safe use and suitability by Test Firings prior to the performance or public admittance.

www.wellsfireworks.co.uk
Home Farm, Wepham, Arundel, West Sussex, BN18 9RA
Tel: +44 (0)1903 882366 Fax: +44 (0)1903 882387

Email: info@wellsfireworks.co.uk

Risk assessment
Production name: Live/Wire - The AC/DC Show

Date of risk assessment: 10/1/2018
USE OF SMOKE CHARGES IN CANNONS

What are the
hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?

Control Measure

Fire resulting from
faulty charge or
Poor Positioning of
Cannons/Charges

Performers, Touring Crew, Venue Staff
and Audience

Charges to be stored in accordance to
Touring Stage Manager
manufacturer guidelines (Product Use Data
Sheet)
Each Charge to be visually checked for
damage prior to loading
Interior parts of the Cannons to be
regularly maintained and treated with
fire retardant substance
Where multiple Charges are used they are to
be separated in the Cannons by fire retardant
dividers
Loading and Operation of charges to be done
by designated experienced person
Cannons to be placed away from drapes and
backdrops and aimed into roof space
Charges not to be used on stages with
restricted ceiling or depth
Appropriate Fire Extinguisher to be located in
reach of operator

Action by Who?

Likelihood
(with Controls)

Severity of Risk

3

9

What are the
hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?

Shock or Distress
Stage Crew (touring and in house) and
Caused by Loud Bang Performers

Control Measure

Action by Who?

All those who could be effected will be
Touring Stage Manager
advised of when the charges will be activated
Stage Manager to retain key to activation
controls when not in use

Likelihood
(with Controls)
1

Severity of Risk

4

